A Selection of Documents from Records Request
RE Police Spying of Last Night Santa Cruz
Parade Planning Meetings

This represents a selection of documents from over 200 pages of documents received as part of a
Public Records Act Request. The request is included at the end of this selection.
Other items in the packet from the police include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print outs of the entire Last Night website
Print outs of all Indymedia posts and comments on the subject
Print outs of all Tribe.net posts and comments on the subject
Copies of all fliers posted for the event
Photographs of some of the organizers, including me
DVD of the parade
Crime report filled out with my name, address, phone number, and social security number

This selection of documents represents a trail of responsibility for the decision to infiltrate the
parade planning organization.
There are 19 categories of documents that have been omitted from the Public Records Act
fulfillment. By law, public agencies are required to fulfill a request within 10 days of the
request.
Mark Schlosberg, Police Policy Practices Director of the Northern California ACLU is filing
another records request to get the missing documents.
Wes Modes
31 January 2005
408.218.2782

The reply to Cynthia
Mathews email was not
received.

Undercover officer photographed at meeting
in private home

Undercover officer photographed at meeting
in private home

Four officers for
three meetings of
two hours each at
the taxpayer’s
expense

We did not receive
the notes
referenced here.

Subject: Things Missing from the Public Records Act Request Fulfillment
Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2006 12:08:04 -0800
From: Rico Thunder <thespoon@thespoon.com>
To: Mark Schlosberg <mschlosberg@aclunc.org>
Mark, here are the things I noticed that were missing from the Public Records Act request fulfillment:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Any information of surveillance or intelligence gathering of any other political group in the last three years (as
req'd by Sherry and ref email re Anti-Corporate Xmas Carolling from R.Escalante to C.Mcmahon, K.Vogel,
M.Sanders, L.Sepulveda 17 Dec)
Any evidence of a policy regarding undercover or plainclothes officers (as req'd by Mark, note: undercover officers
are not confidential informants)
Any evidence of where police procedure and protection of civil liberties intersect. (as req'd by Mark Schlosberg in
Public Records Request)
Any information regarding contact with outside state or federal agencies
The OIC report from infiltrated meeting October 19th
The OIC report from infiltrated meeting December 29th
The Operations Order re: surveillance (ref email from R.Escalante to K.Vogel 29 Oct)
Print outs of website from Dec 14th (ref from C.Mcmahon to K.Vogel 14 Dec - Note: all website printouts came
from 6 Jan)
Complete email collection of K.Vogel re: parade & surveillance (ref numerous email - note: most emails received
seem to have been garnered from C.Mcmahon's email collection)
Complete email collection of R. Escalante re: parade & surveillance (ref numerous email)
Complete email collection of UC Carter Jones and Officer Hansen re surveillance (ref numerous email)
Complete emails collection of Lee Sepulveda re parade and surveillance (ref numerous email)
Complete emails collection of M.Sanders re parade and surveillance (ref email re Anti-Corporate Xmas Carolling
from R.Escalante to C.Mcmahon, K.Vogel, M.Sanders, L.Sepulveda 17 Dec)
Complete emails collection of Howard Skerry re parade and surveillance (ref email from C.Cirillo to R.Wilson,
H.Skerry, D.Shoemaker, M.Dettle 14 Dec)
Any emails to or from K.Vogel preceding 27 Oct Re: decision to infiltrate the event (ref email from R.Escalante to
K.Vogel 29 Oct)
Email reply to City Councilmember C.Mathews re: parade (ref email from K.Vogel to R.Escalante 13 Dec)
Confidential notes of Carter Jones moved to personal drive (ref email from L.Sepulveda to C.Jones 4 Jan)
Discussion about getting personal info of Wesley Modes and Christine Bushard (ref OIC report from C.Jones to
R.Escalante 17 Dec)
Any follow-up on crime report case# 06S-00171 (ref CR-1 against Wesley Modes, filed by R.Escalante)

My general feeling is that we got a cursory (at best) review of the docs they have. I would not even call this an attempt at
due diligence. I'm no expert and there are glaring holes.
So, just to keep myself focused, here's why I think it matters: I want to know 1) how extensive is police spying, 2) what
controls they have on surveillance, 3) if our local PD worked with state or federal agencies, 4) how much or how little they
view the importance of privacy and civil liberties of citizens, and 5) how much effort, time, and money they spent on their
ridiculous paranoia.

